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Abstract  

The Elekta Synergy is a linear accelerator used in radiation therapy. It is constructed from 
various mechanical components, including a set of 112.5° bending magnets, which need to 
be aligned correctly in order to produce an efficient treatment beam. The current alignment 
process is outdated and results in inconsistencies, which leads to prolonged assembly times 
and the need to correct alignment errors. This paper details the study, design and 
construction of a new bending magnet alignment approach and thereby serves to introduce 
a replacement for the current system. The proposed solution consists of an optimized 
mechanical jig in conjunction with image processing software.   
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1. Introduction  
  

Linear accelerators (linacs) used in the medical industry accelerate electrons to very high 
speeds towards a high-density target, such as tungsten, to generate x-rays that can be 
used for cancer treatment. Accelerators that operate at electron energies above 6 MeV 
require a system of bending magnets for alignment of the treatment beam. Such magnets 
redirect the beam of electrons coming from the straight accelerator structure onto the 
target, which then results in the creation of the x-ray beam used for treatment in 
radiation therapy. While still in factory, one of the assembly stages of a medical linac is 
the alignment of the bending magnets to the accelerator structure itself. Once this is 

done, the target is inserted, a casing is attached to the outside of the system and the 

magnets remain in their location throughout their lifespan. Elekta has used the same 
approach for alignment of the bending magnet assembly to the linac for over 20 years. 
Briefly stated, this approach involves a mechanical tool, which is inserted between the 
magnets and has a camera attached to it for the operator to see the center of the 
accelerator and mechanically align the bending magnets to this central axis. There are 
various problems associated with this technique, including low repeatability and 
operator dependence. The purpose of this project is to design a new device that does not 
have these shortcomings and will fully replace the alignment mechanism that is currently 
used.   

Due to the nature of this project, the section headers have been adjusted to match the 
engineering design process rather than following a standard scientific paper.   
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 2. Design Process  

Taking into account that this project is industry based, it makes sense that all stages of 

the design process are guided by the resources available within the organization. This 

includes  physicists,  principal  mechanical  engineers, 

 industrial/manufacturing engineers, software developers and managers, as well as 

the facilities in which radiation therapy machines are built and assembled. The 

following stages are covered in the design process.  

2.1. Stages  

1. Study of the problem at hand  

a. Research on alignment issues, physics, mechanical components, etc.  

b. Defining the design requirements  

2. Creation and Review of Concept Design(s)  

a. Listing potential solutions in a group meeting  

b. Assessing the feasibility of different potential solutions that were 
brainstormed  

c. Drafting of one or more possible design concepts  

d. Receiving feedback on the concepts  

e. Adjusting the design(s) and limiting it down to what can be achieved  

3. Modeling of the Proposed Solution  

a. 3D CAD model of proposed solution  

b. 2D drawings of proposed solution  

c. Choice of materials and parts that need to be ordered from suppliers  

4. Prototyping  

a. Manufacturing  

  

2.2. Software  

In order to create 3D models and engineering drawings, Solid Edge ST8 is used. For the 
purpose of image display and processing, MATLAB R2016b is used.   
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 3. Study of the Problem at Hand  
  

3.1. Current Alignment Approach Issues  

The issues of the current alignment process are summarized and ranked in Table 1.   

 

Table 1 Ranking of alignment issues  

Issue  Ranking  Likelihood of Change  

Visual alignmentHigh inaccuracy 

due to subjectiveness 

(The process is fully dependent on 

operator eyesight) 

Very 

significant  

Very likely –  

Digitalization of values 

should be achieved to 

optimize the process  

Time and effort due to 

constant readjustment of the 

alignment jig 

Very 

significant 

Very likely –  

Constant readjusment 

should not be necessary 

Wear of components due to 

repeated usage over many years  

Significant  Possible –  
The calibration fixture can 
be redesigned or discarded  
(time dependent) and the 

jig itself needs renewal 

either way 

 No presence of an actual beam to  Significant  Unlikely –  

 perform testing  A real beam would need to  

be simulated somehow  

Waveguide misalignment  Significant  Highly unlikely –  

The misalignment within 

the waveguide itself would 

be a whole separate project  
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3.2. Available Space  

Figure 1 illustrates the space that is available between the end cell of the waveguide and 
the front of the bending magnet assembly as well as the space available in between (the  

“flight tube slot”) and around the magnets. The dimensions of the space are summarized 
in  Table 2.        

  
Figure 1 Space available at the front (left) and along the entire length (right) of the 

bending magnet assembly (BMA)   

  
Table 2 Dimensions of available space (along x/y/z respectively, following the coordinate 
system shown in Figure 1)  

 Location  Dimensions (x/y/z) (mm)  

Between end cell of waveguide and 

bending magnet 1  

90/104/110  

Between the magnets (aka the “flight tube 

slot”)  

12.7/104/485  

Entire bending magnet assembly 

surface area  

170/133.5/495  

  

From this it can be seen that there is a significant limitation in terms of available space 
and that this is likely to be one of the main factors affecting the final design solution.    
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3.3. Requirements  

An important first step to any design process is the definition of requirements that need 
to be met in order for the final design to be a considerable success.  

As a result of the first stakeholder meeting, the following key requirements were 
defined for this project:  

• To be able to align the bending magnet assembly within 0.1 mm deviation from 
the AB (left/right) and GT (up/down) directions (see Figure 1).   

• The process should have a repeatability of the fixture of 2 µm.  

• The weight of the alignment device should not exceed manual handling guidelines 

(max. 20 kg).   

• The entire alignment process should be able to be carried out in 30 minutes or 
less.  

  

 Additionally, the following user need was defined:    

  

• To be able to visualize the alignment either numerically or in the form of an image 
or a graph.  
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4. Creation and Review of Concept Designs  

As a result of a brainstorm meeting, the ideas shown in Table B1 in Appendix B were 

gathered as potential solutions for this project. They were then evaluated with respect 
to their benefits and drawbacks and ranked in a decision matrix (Table B2).   

From this it was decided that the camera and light concept, similar to what is currently 
being used in the alignment process, is the best solution. This is primarily due to the way 
in which information is acquired and processed and the ways that parts can be 

assembled. For instance, a camera can be screwed onto a surface regardless of the shape 
of the rest of the alignment tool, while many of the other ideas would involve an 
attachment of components within or around the flight tube slot which is simply not 
possible due to space constraints. A few of the ideas, such as 3D scanning, overcomplicate 
the process, even though they might be good alternatives. Given many different options, 
it makes sense to combine a few of the best ideas. For this reason it was decided to 
consider wavelength filtering to optimize image processing, to have the periscope idea 
as an alternative approach in case the camera does not fit directly in the space shown in 
Figure 1, and to invest in a better imaging solution for higher quality images.   

 4.1.1.  Validation of the best concept  

After concluding that the use of additional lighting would give the most suitable image, 
various different light sources were tested. The set-up used for this is shown in Figure 2. 
This image shows half a waveguide with the input and output cells placed at each end, 
similar to how they would be placed in a linac assembly. The platform on the right hand 
side is where the camera was located, while the other end of the waveguide is where the 
light sources were placed.   

  

Figure 2 Experimental set up of waveguide and light sources  
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The front end of the waveguide was illuminated with a bright LED ring, while seven light 
alternatives were tested at the back end of the waveguide: A laser, a diode (both at bright 
and dim settings), an opaque surface illuminated with red LEDs, a halogen bulb (both 
bright and dim settings) and a high intensity white LED. These light sources were chosen 
to evaluate the effect of intensity and color on the ability to process an image for this 

application, using different thresholds and filtering wavelengths. A camera was placed at 
the other end of the waveguide and images were acquired and later on evaluated in 
Matlab. As a result of these tests, it was found that all light sources that were shone 
directly into the waveguide caused a significant amount of dispersion of light (see 
example in Figure 3), thereby making it impossible to define a clear circle when image 

processing was performed. The dimmer the light was set to be, the more suitable the 
image became for applying a circle detection algorithm (see Matlab code in Appendix C).   

However, considering the limited sites of attachment available at the end of each linac 
and the need to make the assembly process as fast as possible, it would be highly 
impractical to depend on an additional fixture that needs to sit perfectly in line with the 
waveguide. For this reason, the idea of attaching a thin opaque material (such as a sheet 
of paper) to the end of the waveguide and illuminating it with a light source from any 
possible angle, appears to be the best solution, as it gives a circle bright enough for image 

processing and can be adapted more easily. The clearest result obtained can be seen in 
Figure 4.   

  

    
Figure 3 Bright LED shone into waveguide  Figure 4 Image produced when sheet of  
 paper is illuminated with a red LED  
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5. Modeling of the proposed solution  

As the preliminary testing of light sources gave an image that could be used for 
alignment, it was decided to carry the camera and image processing solution forward.   

  

This implied the need for a mechanical fixture, i.e. a new so-called ‘jig’, that does not 
encompass the drawbacks of the current one. Additionally, a new imaging and image 

processing solution needed to be developed in order to eliminate the factor of operator 
subjectivity and to improve image quality.   

5.1. Imaging  

In order to validate the image processing stage, a Matlab code for a user interface was 
developed by the student (see Appendix C). Its basic functionality is the following. It 
displays the image of an attached camera and upon pressing the button underneath, it 

processes one image from the camera every second. This involves intensity and color 
thresholding, canny edge detection, circle detection and calculation of the offset between 
the ideal centre and the given centre of the circle. Figure 5 is a representation of the user 
interface. The user obtains real-time feedback of the alignment, as the position 
information is updated immediately after each iteration of the code. In practice, the goal 

is to position the camera in a way that makes the bright spot overlap with the centre of 
the crosshair. Once this is achieved, the “Offset” fields turn green and a screenshot is 
automatically taken and saved as proof of the alignment.   

  

  

PAGE  
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Figure 5 Matlab circle detection results   

  

In order to select the best imaging solution, external suppliers were contacted for 
explanations and demonstrations of their equipment. As a result, it was decided that the  

MVL100M23 lens from Thorlabs would be used in conjuction with the DCC1645C 

Thorlabs camera for imaging the circle in the back. A dedicated lens had to be purchased, 
as the focusing distance of the back end of the waveguide is at approximately 240 cm, 
which is far beyond the normal focusing distance of standard lenses. The main 
requirements for the choice of camera were that it had to be compatible with the lens 
and that its length had to be less than 5 cm. There was also the need for a small computer 

that can be attached to the main body of the alignment jig, in order to optimize space 
usage and limit the weight of all components. The LattePanda was chosen for this 
application due to its compact size, affordability, memory space and extensive 
connectivity (USB, HDMI, Bluetooth, WiFi). Finally, in order to visualize the user 
interface, an easily portable and very robust monitor had to be selected. This ended up 

being the Lilliput 969GL-A/O/P/S - 9.7" SDI monitor.   
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5.2. 3D CAD model   

Figure 6 shows the 3D model of the mechanical jig, containing all parts that needed to be 
manufactured by the machinist. The chosen material is aluminium, as it is lightweight, 
easily machinable and does not require as much processing to eliminate sharp edges as 
harder materials would.   

In total the model contains 7 sites of contact to the bending magnet assembly (BMA). These 
are three “resting” surfaces on which the assembly locates in the z-(up/down) direction, 
two points that lie within the flight tube slot at which the jig is fixed in the y-direction 

(cams) and two slots for dowels for fixing in the x-direction, as explained below. Some 
other components, such as bearings and grips, were ordered from external suppliers.   

 

Figure 6 CAD model of the prototype of the alignment jig  

  

The intended usage of the jig is the following. It is inserted into the BMA as shown in the 

model in Figure 7. The two cams are turned to fix it in the lateral direction (within the 
flight tube slot). Then, the separate plate on top is attached to the jig itself while also 
slotting into the two dowels that are already present on the BMA. This is used to stop its 
motion in the x-direction and works because the plate itself is connected to both the BMA 
and the alignment jig. The front plate serves for the attachment of the camera. Once fixed 
in position, the user interface shown in Figure 5 is used to acquire an image and obtain 

  

Cams   

Camera   

Dowel slots   
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information on which way to move the entire assembly, in order to align it to the central 
axis of the linac.   

  

 

Figure 7 Proposed alignment jig in the overall linac assembly (some parts removed for better 
visualization)  

  

  

    

  

  

Dowel attachment   
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 5.3.  2D Drawings   

Figures 8 – 14 show the engineering drawings of all components of the new design.  

  

 

                                   D                         Figure 8 2D drawing of the cam  

        
          Figure 9 2D drawing of the rod for bending magnet 1  
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Figure 10 2D drawing of the dowel plate  

  

  
Figure 11 2D drawing of the top plate  
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Figure 12 2D drawing of the middle plate section  
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Figure 13 2D drawing of the front plate  

  

  

Figure 14 2D drawing of the camera attachment plate  
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6. Prototyping  

This section serves to give an insight on the machining process based on the model of 
the cams and to show images of the parts that have already been made. Due to time 
limitations and company procedures, a few of the parts needed could not yet be 

manufactured and therefore they have not been assembled.   

For the cams, a 5-axis CNC machine was used to remove uneven surfaces from an 
aluminium block before the block was cut into smaller pieces using a bandsaw. The 
workpiece was then placed back in the CNC machine to smoothen the remaining 

surfaces so that it could be calibrated using a probing tool as shown in Figure 15. This 
provided the CAM system with the coordinates of the piece as a basis for the path of the 
machining tool. Material was then removed in a path corresponding to the shape of the 
piece and holes were drilled, as shown in Figure 16, using a drilling tool. The piece was 
then reassembled to remove the rest of the material from the opposite side. Finally, two 
of the holes were threaded using another tool, a so-called spiral flute machine tap, to 
allow for the insertion of screws later on.   

  

 

  
 Figure 15 Probing the workpiece  Figure 16 Cam  

  

Figure 17 and Figure 18 show the middle plate and the top plate respectively during 
machining. These images serve to illustrate the workholding of components of different 
shapes and sizes. Figure 19 shows all parts that have been finished.   
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 Figure 15 Middle plate  Figure 17 Top plate  

 

Figure 16 Finished parts  
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7. Discussion  

Two important assessments for this type of design are usability and safety. Even though 
there is no patient contact and the device will only be used in an industrial setting, it is 
important that operator handling and safety are optimized. To ensure a high level of 

usability, the alignment jig has been designed to accommodate two grips for lifting it up 
and moving it around. Additionally it obeys manual handling guidelines by weighing far 
less than 20 kg, as specified in the requirements. Any sharp edges were chamfered and 
there are no risks of electrocution due to the nature of the alignment process. Operators 
are generally instructed to wear safety boots in case anything is dropped on their feet, so 

this should not be a concern. Actual usability is better subjectively assessed once an item 
has been handled over a longer period of time, but there is no indication that the new 
device would cause problems in this respect. In fact, it is much lighter and easier to carry 
than the device that is currently being used, as it weighs approximately 4 kg. Finally, the 
requirement for the overall alignment process to take less than 30 minutes also appears 
highly feasible, as there is no need for the operator to adjust the connection between any 
of the surfaces once the jig is placed in the flight tube slot. In the current mechanism this 
is a significant issue, especially because components are not symmetrical, not fixed in 
place and have worn over time.   

The only parts that are likely to wear over time in the new design are the cams, depending 
on how tightly they are moved into their position during alignment. While this is not 

ideal, it would become evident very quickly due to a change in their geometry and a shift 
in the position of the jig within the flight tube slot. Note that the jig can be set in place by 
rotating the cams either way due to their symmetrical nature, which does not negatively 
affect its position unless one or both cams have worn down. A new set of cams can easily 
and cheaply be manufactured and they can be replaced without a problem by extracting 
the rods from the assembly. Despite aluminium offering a very strong and robust design, 
the jig may take damage when being mishandled due to its limited material thickness of 
1 cm. Any bending along the middle plate would negatively affect the alignment if the 
position of the camera is change as a result. The main way of detecting misalignment will 
always be an evaluation of the beam profile in the systems testing stage, which would 
look like a shift or a tilt on the beam profile graph (see Appendix A for more details). If 

there were a problem with the components of the jig, this would likely be detected by the 
operator during visual inspection, the same way as it has in the past.   

An important consideration is the presence of misalignment issues within the waveguide 
structure itself. Due to each cell being processed individually and then being assembled 
with all the others, the electron path through the openings within the accelerator is never 
perfectly straight. The bending magnet alignment approach assumes that there is one 
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straight central axis which can be found when overlapping the front and back ends of the 
waveguide in an image. However, the true centre is likely to be in a different location due 
to inconsistencies in machining and alignment of the inside. The only way for this to be 
considered is by modeling the path of electrons. This can be done by passing a wire 
through the waveguide and turning on a low radiofrequency source. A pulse is sent down 

the wire, which will then make it move in a similar fashion as a guitar string. The 
deflection of this current-carrying wire can then be measured in the AB and GT directions 
at the lower end, thereby giving the position at which the beam would actually exit the 
waveguide. The reason that this was not considered for this project is because there are 
regulations that prevent a wire from being passed through the accelerator and any 

alignment approach generally assumes the inside to be straight. The sources of error 
resulting from this are acknowledged, but no actual steps can currently be taken to put 
this approach into practice.   

On a more industrial level, it can be noted that there is a large difference between mass 
production processes and one-off device manufacturing. The latter not only involves the 
creation of new components, but also implies that the way in which items are machined 
needs to be customized. For instance, a piece of aluminium cannot simply be put in a vice 
on the machine unless it is held in place correctly. In mass production, the investment in 

the work holding of pieces pays off due to a large income which results from the amount 
of items produced and sold. However, for the testing of non-standard new components, 

there is a large initial investment in terms of time and money. Once a prototype has 
proven to work, it can go into refinement and can then be produced in larger numbers.   

While the deviation in the AB and GT directions (see Figure 1) can be measured and read 
using the code, there is a difficulty in quantifying the repeatability of the fixture to the 
given precision of 2 micrometers. In theory, the jig would be placed in its position, a 
numerical output of this position would be given, then the jig would be removed and 
replaced and the new output is compared to the previous one to give its repeatability. In 
order to measure this using the user interface, the following is considered. A conversion 
from pixels in the image to millimetres can be performed by imaging an object of known 
dimensions at a known distance and finding the dimensions in the image in both 

directions. This gives a scaling factor that is multiplied within the code to give the correct 

output, assuming the same camera is used each time. While the dimensions of such object 
can be measured to a high accuracy, it cannot be guaranteed that this is accurate to 2 
micrometers. The output of the user interface does not necessarily measure the actual 
precision of the measurement. The primary concern is whether such a repeatability value 
can be met in the first place, which may require the use of external equipment such as 
lasers. For the practical application of this device, it makes more sense to evaluate 
whether there is an improvement in beam alignment in the systems testing stage, as this 
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is what decides whether a machine can be released or whether corrections need to be 
made. However, due to the fact that this design requirement was decided by the internal 
stakeholder whose team will be operating the device, it cannot simply be disregarded. It 
can therefore be considered a point of discussion and should be addressed once results 
have been obtained from system testing. Assuming the machines can pass this stage even 

without proving such high repeatability, the initial requirement should be deemed 
unnecessary. If the machines cannot pass without meeting it, an alternative high 
precision measurement system may be required.   

Finally, it should be noted that a truly reliable alignment requires the visualization of 

both the bright circle in the front as well as the one in the back, meaning that the code 
needs to detect both and align them with respect to each other. The code for this has also 
been written by the student and can be found in Appendix C. It has only been tested using 
stationary images and has not yet been validated using real-time imaging. Therefore it is 
not shown in the previous section.   

Even though this project did not reach the stage of testing the full assembly, various 
factors indicate that the solution is actually viable. The concept itself is a clear 
improvement to the current mechanism, which needs to constantly be readjusted and 
relies solely on operator eyesight rather than a digitalization of values.  Additionally it is 
very light and compact. Senior engineers from both the design and the industrial sides 
reviewed the general concept as well as various iterations of the models and drawings, 

while the machinist ensured that all parts of the assembly are actually compatible in 
practice. Seeing as the CAD model and distance calculations of the linear accelerator 
components were used as a reference for the alignment jig, there should be no problems 
with respect to fitting all parts within the given space. It is evident that almost all 
prototypes must be adapted before they turn into a final solution, as there are always 
issues that only surface once something is properly tested and once feedback is obtained 
from a range of experienced individuals. However, given the current state of this project, 
it can be stated that a new and feasible alignment approach has successfully been 
proposed.   
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8. Conclusion  

The previous sections demonstrated several of the stages involved in designing a new 
mechanical device within an engineering firm. When stepping back and reflecting on the 
objective of this project, namely the design of an improved alignment system for the 

linear accelerator and the bending magnets in the Elekta Synergy radiation therapy 
machine, it can be said that this aim has been achieved. The chosen approach to designing 
this device worked very well, as there was a continuous flow of ideas, feedback, results 
and practical implementations of concepts. On the software side, it was shown that the 
Matlab concept with a camera and a customized image processing code actually makes it 

possible to measure the desired information and obtain the output needed for alignment. 
On the mechanical side, the main achievements were modeling of the proposed solution, 
purchasing all necessary components from suppliers and manufacturing most of the 
customized parts in the machine shop. Due to the nature of introducing new technologies 
in industry, the time it will take to implement this solution into the everyday routine of 
the business is somewhat unpredictable. However, it is a very feasible solution and this 
project has laid out the right foundation to actually switch over the alignment system that 
has been used for over 20 years.   
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Appendix A – Background Chapter  

  

 A.1.   Photon Beam Radiation Therapy  

A.1. 1.  Principles  
  
Radiation therapy is one of the prime treatment approaches of cancer. Radiation comes 

in the form of x-rays and gamma rays, the latter containing photons of the highest 
energies. Therapy can be applied externally or through brachytherapy, which involves 
radioactive material being placed in the vicinity of cancer cells inside the body by using 
tools such as needles, wires or catheters (NIH, 2017). Additionally, radioactive 
substances can be injected into the body and travel through the bloodstream to the areas 
of interest. In external treatment, beams of high-energy radiation are directed towards 
the areas that are infiltrated by cancer cells. When coming in contact with these cells, 
their genetic information (DNA) are altered or damaged due to the energy being 
deposited in them. DNA damage occurs through direct as well as indirect action, with the 
latter involving the ionization/dissociation of local molecules which results in the 
creation of free radicals that react with DNA (Alizadeh, Cloutier, Hunting, & Sanche, 

2011). When this occurs to a sufficient extent, the cells can no longer repair themselves 
and therefore stop multiplying and die. In theory, this would imply the death of entire 
tumors and sounds promising in terms of achieving full recovery. However, in practice, 
various aspects need to be considered. While it is beneficial that cancer cells are more 
prone to damage than healthy tissue, the latter are also affected by radiation and take 
harm when being ionised. In clinical practice, it is known how much radiation is 
considered acceptable for delivery to the human body and therefore the benefits of the 

damage done to tumor tissue generally outweigh the drawbacks of affecting healthy 
tissue, especially for very localized treatments.   

It is not always the main goal of radiation therapy to eliminate cancer, but instead it is 
also used as pain relief and to prolong an individual’s life. In the case of metastases, which 

are formed when cancer cells break free from primary tumors and are transported by 
the blood stream or the lymph system to other tissues, it is often impossible to reach full 
recovery. Instead, the size and amount of tumors is decreased. In the case of bone tumors, 
for instance, this treatment procedure can also improve mobility, which significantly 
affects the overall quality of life of a patient.   
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A.1.2. Considerations  
  

Radiation therapy generally comes in conjunction with medical imaging techniques such 
as computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron emission 
tomography (PET) and ultrasound. Using these methods, 2D or 3D images of the affected 
areas inside the body are obtained and are then used for simulations to calculate 
treatment factors such as radiation doses, exposure times and positioning. Factors that 
affect treatment planning include cancer type, size, depth, location, proximity to sensitive 
healthy tissue, as well as patient health and past radiation exposure (NIH, 2017).  

  

Since most systems that deliver radiation therapy do not make it possible for both the 
imaging and radiation to be carried out simultaneously, the patient needs to be placed in 
the exact same position relative to what is shown in the medical image that is used as 
reference to the area of interest. This optimizes dose delivery and prevents damage to 
healthy tissue. Depending on the organ that is being treated, this can be extremely 

difficult. For instance, breathing affects the location of the lungs and often makes it 
impossible to achieve good results. Tools that are used to aid this process are body 
moulds, head masks and skin marks to improve localization (NIH, 2017).   

  

Further considerations in the radiation therapy field include its side effects. Patients can 
develop chronic radiation damage, which has the following pathological features: 

ischaemia (restriction in blood supply), atrophy (wasting away), fibrosis (formation of 
excess fibrous connective tissue) and necrosis (tissue death) (Doerr, Engenhart-Cabillic, 
& Zimmermann, 2000). Doerr et al. (2000) state that it has been shown that tissue 
necrosis in the myocardium and the central nervous system starts in small foci that 
enlarge over time. This does not relate to the anatomical distribution of blood vessels, 
but instead to functional changes in endothelial cells that are established after irradiation 

occurs and that involve intercellular communication (Doerr, Engenhart-Cabillic, & 
Zimmermann, 2000). There has been research on the role of an increase in the fibrogenic 
cytokine (messenger proteins) TGF-β in the development of radiation-induced 
inflammatory reactions and radiation fibrosis. Among many other patterns it was found 
that focal, functional damage of endothelial cells is an early stage in the process of 

developing chronic radiation damage (Doerr, Engenhart-Cabillic, & Zimmermann, 2000). 
An up-regulation of TGF-β was found to be a driver of radiation fibrosis. It is important 
to note that this increase is not a direct radiation response, but is instead caused by other 
changes in the irradiated tissue.   

Further, more immediate, side effects of radiation therapy include nausea, epilation, 
swelling, soreness and ulceration.   
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It is also worth noting that radiation therapy has various applications other than 
malignant cancer treatment. These include the treatment of trigeminal neuralgia (severe 
pain due to damaged nerves), acoustic neuromas (benign tumors affecting the nerves 
between the inner ear and the brain), prevention of keloid scar growth (overgrowth of 
granulation tissue at sites of healed skin injuries), vascular restenosis (narrowing of 

blood vessels), thyroid eye disease (autoimmune disease which leads to expansion of eye 
muscles) and Dupuytren’s disease (bending of fingers towards the palm of the hand). 
Seeing as the radiotherapy system that is used in this project is designed primarily for 
cancer treatment, the latter was chosen as a main focus for this section. Finally, there are 
obviously also alternatives to treating cancer that do not involve radiotherapy. Surgery 

is a primary and widely known treatment approach, along with chemotherapy, hormone 
therapy and stem cell transplants. All of these have their own inherent risks and benefits 
and it is a combination of professional advice and personal capabilities that determine 
which method is applied to an individual patient.    

  

A.1.3. Units and Models  
  

Radiation doses in cancer therapy are measured in a unit called gray (Gy), which refers 

to the level of radiation energy absorbed by 1 kg of human tissue (1 J of energy per kg of 

matter). It is said that 2 Gy kills half the cells in a typical tumor and that the killing of 
tumor cells is precisely described by a linear-quadratic (LQ) relationship (Alizadeh, 
Cloutier, Hunting, & Sanche, 2011). This is based on the concept that cells try to repair 
their DNA after being exposed to ionising radiation. Some tumors are more radiocurable 
than others, meaning that radiation therapy has more impact in terms of eliminating 
tumor cells and that there is a higher cellular radiosensitivity (Ross, 1999). The death of 
tumor cells via an LQ model implies, among other factors, the following: That radiation 
produces DNA double strand breaks that are proportional to the dose, that these can be 
repaired (with a rate of 𝑇𝑙𝑛0.25, where 𝑇0.5 is the repair half time) and that there is a 
misrepair of pairs of such double strands that is proportional to the square of the dose 
(Brenner, 2008). This means that when DNA strands break, they try to repair themselves 

quickly. However, they tend to misrepair themselves since they fix structural breaks 
without conforming to the actual genetic information, thereby causing mutation and 
eventual cell death (Ross, 1999).  There is continuous research to determine cell 
response in this field, for instance by analysing the gene products involved in the 
signalling and sensing of radiation and therapeutic drugs. This is important in order to 
optimize treatment outcomes, as it explores ways to improve a patient’s response to 
radiotherapy. There are countless other facts and areas of research that could be 
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mentioned in this section. However, for the purpose of this report, it is sufficient to take 
into account that radiation therapy relies on an understanding of which type of tissue is 
being treated and that adequate dose delivery is essential for successful treatment. Dose 
delivery is controlled by both the software and hardware employed in a system and this 
project deals with the hardware involved in ensuring safe and efficient patient treatment. 
The following section elaborates on the specific mechanical components of this.    

A.2. Linear Accelerators  
  
There are various ways of delivering radiation therapy, for instance via stereotactic 
approaches (involving focused beams on small areas such as the spine e.g. using a Gamma 
Knife) or Auger therapy (involving the administration of radiopharmaceuticals that emit 
low-energy electrons), among others. This project, however, deals with the application 
of a linear accelerator. This is one of the main types of product sold by Elekta and it serves 
to deliver external beam radiation therapy with the main purpose of cancer treatment.   

A linear accelerator is generally known as a “Linac”. Its main purpose is to accelerate 
electrons to the energy required for a specific application. These energies range from 4 
MeV to tens of MeV (Greene & Williams, 1997). A medical treatment system that contains 
a Linac also contains a beam defining system and a patient support system, but in 
everyday usage the term “Linac” encompasses all of these put together. Figure A1 is a 

block representation of the different components, with the arrows representing the flow 
of energy.   
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Figure A1 Block diagram of LINAC components (Greene & Williams, 1997)  

  

Additional components are control systems, interlock systems, cooling systems and the 
vacuum system.   

A.2.1. Bending Magnets  
  

Due to the straight nature of the linear accelerator, there is a need to direct the incoming 
beam in order to reach the patient lying on the table perpendicularly. This is possible 
with bending magnets, shown below in Figure A2.                    

  

  

Figure A2 112.5° bending magnets for beam alignment (Greene & Williams, 1997)  
These magnets cause the pulsed electron beam to diverge towards the x-ray target in 
case of x-ray treatments, or toward the scattering foil for electron treatments (Greene & 
Williams, 1997). Different paths are created depending on the energies used. The 
positioning of bending magnets also varies between obtaining a 90°, 270 ° or 112.5° bend. 

The Elekta system uses the 112.5° bend which is achieved with three separate magnets, 
as shown in Figure igure A2. This makes it possible to fit all components in a relatively 
small space, which would otherwise not be possible with a 270° approach (since this 
requires more height) and has the benefit of not being dispersive, as it would be if a 90° 

bend was used. The latter is the case because the radius of curvature of the beam is 
dependent on electron energy, meaning that higher energy electrons are bent slightly 
less than lower energy electrons, thereby causing the focal area to have a more elliptical 
rather than a circular shape (Greene & Williams, 1997). In the 112.5° system, the beam 
enters the magnet assembly at point M1 (left in Figure A2), where the electrons are 
deflected according to their respective energies, the same way they would in a 90° 
system. In section M2 the electrons are then deflected again, but in the opposite direction, 
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which causes their unequal trajectories to start converging. At M3 the energies are fully 
converged and the electrons emerge at the same point and travel in the same direction. 
The beam exits the assembly and is directed towards the patient. The resulting focal spot 
on the target tends to be around 2 mm (Greene & Williams, 1997). Finally, the gantry and 
patient systems make it possible to orientate the radiation source with respect to the 
patient and to change the angle at which treatment occurs.  

A.2.2. Consequences of beam misalignment  
  

Due to the presence of safety interlocks, fortunately beam misalignment does not cause 
any harm in clinical practice. It is detected far before the beam would be able to ever 
reach a patient and even then it would not result in doses being too high. The main 
negative consequence of misalignment occurs in the factory where the linac is assembled, 
as the assembly has to be repeated until the right ‘beam profile’ is achieved. The ideal 
outcome of testing the system is a flat profile, which represents a uniform distribution of 
energy across the beam. When misaligned, the beam does not pass through the centre of 
the bending magnets in the most ideal manner. In angular misalignment, the beam then 

hits the target at the end of the magnets at an angle that is not perpendicular, thereby 
resulting in a loss of effective incident electrons on the target and a consequential smaller 
dose output. This causes beam asymmetry in the profile, as there is an uneven 

distribution of electrons and one side experiences a higher dose than the other. This can 
be referred to as a poor “energy profile”. Even though it would be impossible to treat a 
patient with a poor profile (due to checks within the system), in theory this would mean 
a suboptimal coverage of the treatment area and less efficient radiotherapy. Fortunately, 
this type of error is picked up by the system, as it checks the outcome for a symmetrical 
pattern, which would not be present if there is too much of an offset. This offset can either 
be seen as an incline rather than a flat surface (due to dose rates being higher on one 
side), as previously explained, or as a flat profile which is shifted to either side. The latter 
occurs if the beam does actually hit the target perpendicularly but the central axis is 
shifted to a side, so that some of the incoming electrons are simply ‘cut off’ and do not 
produce a dose output centred in the expected location. Either way, radiotherapy will not 

be carried out unless the beam shape follows certain guidelines and misalignment simply 
means that the error is detected in the factory and will then need to be corrected for. If 
an error occurred later on in clinical practice, this would be seen in the dosimetry 
readings and the machine would not function.   
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A.3. Alignment Techniques  
  

Seeing as this project deals with the importance of proper alignment, it makes sense to 
discuss common techniques used in industry. Looking at an object and estimating where 
its position should be is a very intuitive process and works when a high accuracy is not 
needed or when a path is already defined. For example, screwing two items together 
implies that a hole has previously been drilled in the correct location and all that needs 
to be done is putting the items together by first locating the hole. However, in order to 

drill the hole in the correct position initially, a model is needed with specific coordinates 

and dimensions. Such coordinates can be defined from multiple reference points, 
whether these are from the edge of a part, from a universal origin or from a feature such 

as an adjacent hole. In a similar fashion, alignment methods can take many reference 
points and vary widely in their approach.   

In the current bending magnet alignment process at Elekta (discussed in the next section) 
geometry is used by visually comparing the location of two circles and overlapping them 
to centre them with respect to each other. This concept can be extended from visual 
perception to using sensors, such as infrared cameras, in order to digitalize values such 
as temperature/brightness/intensity, or simply position. Knowing such values makes it 
possible to plot the results and model their actual and their desired location.   

Similar measurement approaches are performed with lasers, which come in countless 
forms. Figure  A3 illustrates two of these. One example is the generation of multiple 
highly sensitive lasers that are positioned next to each other and detected on a surface 
that is a certain distance away. An interruption in their path by any object or by another 
beam makes it possible to not only obtain an “on/off” response, but also to measure the 
size and position of whatever causes this interruption. Distance measuring lasers make 
it possible to detect deviations in the evenness of surfaces, which can be used to align 
things in multiple axes. For example, using three lasers that send and receive depth 
information makes it possible to see whether the points at which the information is 
reflected back all give the same output, and if not, what the offset would be to obtain a 
flat surface.   
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Figure A3 Thrubeam (left) and CMOS multi-function analogue (right) laser sensors 
(Keyence, 2017)  

  

Another alignment technique is 3D scanning. This can be done with a Faro Arm (shown 
in Figure A4) that is positioned over surfaces of any reflectivity or structural complexity 
and obtains accurate measurements of the entire area being scanned. An operator 
manually places the front end in the proximity of what he wants to measure and the 
software registers this position information for further processing.   

  

Figure A4 Faro Arm (Faro, FaroArm, 2017)  

  

Table A1 sets the accuracy and repeatability of such techniques into a numerical 
perspective. It can be seen that these approaches are highly reliable, assuming the 
devices are used correctly.   
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Table A1 Comparison of laser and Faro Arm  

Measurement/ Alignment 

Technique  
Accuracy  Repeatability  

Positioning Lasers (Thrubeam) 

(Keyence, 2017)  nA  0.005mm  

Faro Arm (Faro, FaroArm)  ±0.034mm  0.024mm  

  

Depending on the desired accuracy, precision and on the time and space available, the 
application of alignment tools varies. In many scenarios it is possible to automate this 
process and therefore make it highly repeatable. In the case of this project, however, this 
would not be possible and a more customized technique needs to be developed.   

Table A2 refers back to the previously mentioned techniques and outlines their 
advantages and drawbacks for this specific application.   

Table A2 Alignment techniques pros and cons  

 Alignment  Pros  Cons  
Technique  

Positioning 

Lasers  
Precise measurement of 

extremely small gaps and 

structural changes, even over 

larger distances. They can 

also easily be adapted to 

countless applications since 

they require very limited 

user interaction and since 

there are various ways of 

mounting them to different 

surfaces.  

Sensitive to ambient light and 
temperatures. Require a “free path” for the 
light to travel and be reflected back. The 
latter is often not possible when assessing 
very small areas, especially if the distance 
measured is rather long compared to the 
lateral space available. Thrubeam lasers 
require an adequate fixture on both sides 
and their orientation needs to be 
considered.  

  
Faro Arm  Ultra-portable despite its 

relatively large size. It offers 
very user-friendly software 
for visualization of results.  
Highly  accurate  and  

Very expensive. The user needs to move 
around and manually scan all areas of 
interest.  

Accuracy decreases as the size of the arm 

increases.  
repeatable.  
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Optical  
Techniques  

(Camera, Image 

recognition)  

Easy interpretation of 

results. Similar to current 

mechanism, so only limited 

operator training required. 

Should be able to fit into 

small spaces and is easy to 

mount.  

Need to develop a customized software. 

Highly dependent on camera type and on 

adequate lenses. Is highly affected by 

lighting (need to consider wavelengths of 

light when image processing).  

  

Despite there being further alignment techniques in industry, the approaches mentioned 

here represent some of the different directions one can follow, i.e. sensing, scanning and 
optical recognition. Another option would be to use mechanical techniques, such as 

placing an item with known dimensions or in a known position as a reference point and 
attaching something to it. However, for this specific project this is not an option. This is 
because the linac is not allowed to have any mechanical parts inserted into it and its 
casing does not allow for many things to be attached to the outside. Further reasons for 
this are explained in the main body of this report.   

As the above analysis shows, it makes sense that a vision based method has been used 
for aligning the Elekta machines for the past 20 years. The benefits of having a small 
alignment assembly with a camera that can easily be moved multiple times a day, 
outweigh those of having an industry-made alignment mechanism that is highly accurate 

in itself. This is because the attachment of the lasers and the manoeuvring of the Faro 
Arm still need to be taken into account and in practice this complicates the alignment 
process and introduces new sites of inaccuracy. Further detail on this is outlined in the 
main body of this report.   
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A.4. Project Background  
  

A.4.1. Elekta Synergy  
  

The focus of this project is on the Elekta Synergy system, shown in Figure A5 below.   

  

  

Figure A5 Elekta Synergy (Elekta, 2017)  

  

It is a linear accelerator that incorporates 3D image guidance, to improve visualization 
of tumor targets and normal tissue, as well as improving imaging in the presence of 
motion. It operates with 2D, 3D and 4D volumetric cone-beam imaging, 2D real-time 
imaging and ultra-low leakage field shaping with a fully integrated multileaf collimator, 
among other characteristics (Elekta, 2017).   

While Figure A5 displays the entire treatment delivery system (without the patient 

table), the components that are dealt with in this paper are all located within the 
treatment head, seen on top of the system. Inside the plastic casing are the bending 
magnets and the waveguide that direct the beam towards the rounded opening and 
then onto the anatomical area of interest. The bending magnet assembly is discussed in 
the next section.    
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A.4.2. Bending Magnet Assembly Alignment  
  
Figure A6 shows the bending magnet assembly (BMA). The section that lies within the 
blue square is moved sideways (B-A direction) and in the gun and target directions (GT) 
during the alignment process. This ensures that the beam, which exits the waveguide 
at location G, passes through the magnets correctly towards the target. The way in 
which the process is currently carried out is explained in the following paragraphs.   

  

 

Figure A6 Bending magnet assembly shown inside the blue rectangle  

  

There are two main stages associated with the BMA alignment. The first is the 
calibration stage and the second involves moving the assembly itself. The calibration 
stage involves placing the alignment device in a fixture that is known to be in the correct 

position and to produce the correct image and so any misalignment would mean that 

the device itself needs to be repaired. The subsequent bending magnet assembly 
involves a translation of the whole assembly in the GT and BA directions until it is 
aligned with the center of the waveguide, as mentioned before.   
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The current alignment device is shown in Figure A7. It is often referred to as “alignment 
jig”, as this is the definition of a custom-made tool that is used to position other 

mechanical components. The jig is inserted into the calibration fixture and it is checked 
whether this produces a pattern such as the one in Figure A7 when light from one end 
is viewed through a circular grid at the other end.    

  

  

Figure A7 Current alignment jig  

  

  

 Figure A8 Center alignment of light using a circular grid     

  

  

After viewing this pattern in calibration, the same pattern is achieved by shining a light 
onto the bottom end of the actual waveguide and using a camera to look down the guide, 
to see both the bottom and end the distant end of it on a marked target sheet. The 
distant end is seen as the bright circle in the center while the proximal end is the big 
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circle that makes up the main part of the image. Alignment is successful if the bright 
circle is actually located in the center, rather than offset, as shown in Figure A9.   

  
Figure A9 Misalignment shown through an offset of the light source with 

respect to the circle    

  

Correct alignment in the reference fixture means that the jig itself does not need to be 
adapted and that it can be moved onto the actual bending magnet assembly. Incorrect 
alignment would mean that the jig itself needs to be checked for any loose parts or other 
faults. In the BMA alignment stage, the goal is to replicate the “ideal” image of Figure 
A8. This is done by screwing the alignment jig in place and moving the assembly first in 
the BA direction and then in the GT direction using 4 Frankenstein bolts that are located 
on the side of the assembly, until an ideal position is achieved.   

Even when the desired image is obtained, the operator is required to take out the jig 
and set it back into place and repeat this process various times. This is to check whether 
it returns in the same position. If it does give the same image multiple times in a row, 
the operator drills and dowels the bending magnet assembly into position.   

Despite checking the position multiple times, it often occurs that the bending magnets 
need to be re-positioned, drilled and dowelled again once they have been moved onto 

the general system testing stage. This is due to problems with repeatability of the 
alignment fixture, which results in a low accuracy of the setting of the BMA to the arm 
in the arm room. The individual issues associated with the current fixture are treated 
in the main body of this report, as they lead to the technical requirements of this project 

and form the basis of the proposed solution.    
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Appendix B – Potential Designs  

Table B1 Ideas and their benefits and drawbacks  

      

Idea  Benefits  Drawbacks  
1. Passing a long straight 

rod down the linac and 

aligning the BMA to the 

end of this rod  

Mechanical point of 

attachment rather than 

visual judgement.   

This actually cannot be done, as no mechanical 

components are allowed to be inserted into the 

linac (this could cause damage).  

2. Aligning the beam at the 
stage of systems testing  
rather than in the 

assembly room  

Direct feedback since a 

real beam would be 

used.  

The assembly process cannot be changed and 

the magnets need to be aligned before a real 

electron beam is used.  

3. Intersecting two lasers 

(one from each end of the 

linac)  

In theory, there may only 

be one ‘true’ position in 

which the lasers would 

be centre aligned. This 

would be very accurate 

and give an output that 

is not user dependent.  

There is no way of guaranteeing that the lasers 
themselves would be attached in the same 
location each time, so the repeatability may not 
be improved at all unless extensive alignment 
procedures are introduced (i.e.  
positioning the lasers each time). There is no 

easy way of measuring their intersection and 

getting a direct output.   

4. Simulating a real beam 
using an ionising laser 
and turning on the  
magnets to steer the  
beam  

A conductive charge 

down the centre of the 

linac could be generated, 

which could be steered 

through the magnets the 

same way as the 

radiotherapy beam.   

Extensive operator protection necessary due to 

radiation exposure. There is no equipment 

available that would easily permit this idea to 

work. The magnets cannot be powered at this 

stage of assembly.  

5. Using a proximity sensor 

at the bottom end of the 

linac  

Different signal output 

can be achieved, e.g. the 

3D position of the 

surface of the end cell, 

current coming from the 

linac, etc.  

Would need to find a way to align this to both 

ends of the linac to create an axis (rather than 

just the bottom cell), which would involve 

further components or generation of a current 

(which cannot be done in practice).   

6. Faro arm  

Would be compact and  
contain all required 

measurement 

components in one 

device.  

Operation is inconvenient as the front and back 

ends would need to be measured separately 

and manually. Time consuming due to many 

steps involved. Additionally the price is very 

high.   
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7. Very fine laser oriented 

at an angle at edge of end 

cell, shone down the 

waveguide and reflected 

back to hit a target  

Theoretically a clear 

output of yes/no when in 

the correct position.   

In practice it is extremely difficult to get into 

this position, as the waveguide is around 2m 

long and the laser would have to be extremely 

small to hit the back and come back in the right 

path.   

8. Sensor to distinguish 

light of different 

wavelengths  

Could potentially use 

one detector at front 

end, can eliminate 

unwanted light sources 

(e.g. ceiling) and use 

whichever source is 

convenient in the back of 

the linac  

Availability of such detectors appears 

problematic. Still need to attach a light source 

at the back end of the linac (limited capabilities 

for this). It may be better to use image 

processing or separate filters instead.   

9. Tube with mirrors 

(periscope) that mounts 

fairly tightly in between 

the magnets, with a 

graticule. Camera fits to it, 

so the alignment is 

similar to todays.  

The tube could lie at an 
angle upwards, making  
it easier to fit all  
components. Results 

would be easy to 

visualize.  

The attachment of the periscope between 

magnets would be problematic, as it is not 

allowed to be over-constrained but still needs 

to be prevented from moving in any direction.   

10. Use two pinhole iris 

plates & a pinhole 

camera. Use high 

intensity light sources 

to illuminate both 

ends. Elliptical cams 

for positioning in the 

flight tube slot, dual 

location at magnet 

poles to pick the 
central axis of the 

magnet assembly.   

The image quality is 

likely to be much better 

due to optimized lighting 

and the use of a different 

camera. Cams would 

prevent motion in 

undesired directions.  

Light source needs to be attached at the gun 

end of the waveguide. Magnet poles are difficult 

to use as points of attachment.   

11. Laser 3D scanner 

(LIDAR concept)  

Very accurate modelling 

of any space and 

geometry  

The signal needs to be emitted and received 

from the same device, which is difficult given 

the space constraints. It would be 

hard/impossible to detect the centre of the 

waveguide at the gun end.   
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Table B2 Decision matrix of potential solutions where 1 = worst and 5 = best (W = weighting of each 
point)  

 ROBUSTNESS  ATTACHMENT  COST  RESOURCES  SKILL  TIME  SAFETY  
IDEA  SCORE  
 (W = 3)  (W = 3)  (W = 1)  (W = 3)  (W = 2)  (W = 3)  (W = 3)  

10.  5   5  3  4   5  5  5  85  

8.  5   5  1  4   5  4  4  77  

9.  4   4  5  4   4  4  5  76  

5.  4   2  3  4   3  4  5  66  

6.  5   1  1  4   4  2  5  60  

11.  5   1  3  2   4  5  3  59  

7.  1   5  1  4   5  2  2  53  

4.  4   4  3  3   1  3  1  50  

3.  1   1  3  1   2  2  2  28  
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Appendix C – Matlab Code  

Main GUI Code  

function varargout = prototypetest(varargin)  

% PROTOTYPETEST MATLAB code for prototypetest.fig  

%      PROTOTYPETEST, by itself, creates a new PROTOTYPETEST or raises the 

existing  

%      singleton*.  

%  

%      H = PROTOTYPETEST returns the handle to a new PROTOTYPETEST or the 

handle to  

%      the existing singleton*.  

%  

%      PROTOTYPETEST('CALLBACK',hObject,eventData,handles,...) calls the local 

%      function named CALLBACK in PROTOTYPETEST.M with the given input 

arguments.  

%  
%      PROTOTYPETEST('Property','Value',...) creates a new PROTOTYPETEST or 

raises the  

%      existing singleton*.  Starting from the left, property value pairs are  

%      applied to the GUI before prototypetest_OpeningFcn gets called.  An  

%      unrecognized property name or invalid value makes property application 

%      stop.  All inputs are passed to prototypetest_OpeningFcn via varargin.  

%  

%      *See GUI Options on GUIDE's Tools menu.  Choose "GUI allows only one %      

instance to run (singleton)".  

%  

% See also: GUIDE, GUIDATA, GUIHANDLES  

   

% Edit the above text to modify the response to help prototypetest  

   

% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 18-May-2017 15:09:03    

% Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT 

gui_Singleton = 1; gui_State = struct('gui_Name',       

mfilename, ...  

                   'gui_Singleton',  gui_Singleton, ...  
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                   'gui_OpeningFcn', @prototypetest_OpeningFcn, ...  

                   'gui_OutputFcn',  @prototypetest_OutputFcn, ...  

                   'gui_LayoutFcn',  [] , ...                    

'gui_Callback',   []); if nargin && 

ischar(varargin{1})  

    gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1}); 

end   if nargout  

    [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); else  

    gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); end  

% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT  

   

   

% --- Executes just before prototypetest is made visible.  

function prototypetest_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin) 

% This function has no output args, see OutputFcn.  

% hObject    handle to figure  

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB  

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) % 

varargin   command line arguments to prototypetest (see VARARGIN) 

handles.output = hObject; set(handles.axes1,'Visible','off'); 

set(handles.LEFT,'Visible','off'); 

set(handles.RIGHT,'Visible','off'); 

set(handles.UP,'Visible','off'); 

set(handles.DOWN,'Visible','off'); 

set(handles.TakePic,'Visible','off');  

   

%This creates the 'background' axes  

ha = axes('units','normalized','position',[0,0,1,1]); 

bg=imread('BG2.png'); BG = imshow(bg);  

set(ha,'handlevisibility','off','visible','off'); 

axes('position',[0 0 1 1]);  

uistack(ha,'top'); % move the image to the top alpha(1);  

% Update handles structure guidata(hObject, 

handles);  
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% UIWAIT makes prototypetest wait for user response (see UIRESUME)  

% uiwait(handles.figure1);  

   

   

% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line. 

function varargout = prototypetest_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)   

% varargout  cell array for returning output args (see VARARGOUT);  

% hObject    handle to figure  

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB  

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)  

   

% Get default command line output from handles structure 

varargout{1} = handles.output; % Update handles 

structure guidata(hObject, handles);  

   

   

% --- Executes on button press in AnyRef. function 

AnyRef_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)  

% hObject    handle to TakePic (see GCBO)  

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB  

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)  

  global img; 

global centreoffset; 

global centers; 

global cam;  

global originalrgb; 

axes(handles.axes1); 

imshow(img);  

   

ABOffset = 0.11 + rand; GTOffset 

= 0.11 + rand; originalrgb = 

zeros(500,500,3);  

  for i = 

1:2000  
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    AB = findobj('Tag','ABOffsettxtbox');     

GT = findobj('Tag','GTOffsettxtbox');     

set(handles.RIGHT,'Visible','off');     

set(handles.LEFT,'Visible','off');     

set(handles.DOWN,'Visible','off');     

set(handles.UP,'Visible','off');     

set(AB,'Foregroundcolor', [0 0 0]);     

set(GT,'Foregroundcolor', [0 0 0]);  

      

      

    x = size(originalrgb,1);     

y = size(originalrgb,2);  

              if (abs(ABOffset)>0.1) || 

(abs(GTOffset)>0.1)  

          

        [ img ] = ThorlabsCamSnap( );  

        [ originalrgb, centers, radii, centreoffset ] = SimplifiedThresh(img);  

          

            

        ABOffset = centreoffset(1);         

GTOffset = centreoffset(2);         

x = size(originalrgb,1);         y 

= size(originalrgb,2);  

                 drawnow; 

pause(0.2);  

          

        axes(handles.axes1);         

imagesc(originalrgb);         hold on         

msize = max(size(originalrgb));         

plot(y/2,x/2, 'r+', 'MarkerSize', x/2);         

axis off;         hold on           

        h1 = viscircles(centers,radii,'LineWidth',0.5, 'LineStyle',':',  
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'Color', 'r');         

hold off         

set(handles.ABOffse

ttxtbox, 'String', 

ABOffset);         

set(handles.GTOffse

ttxtbox, 'String', 

GTOffset);  

          

        AB = findobj('Tag','ABOffsettxtbox');  

        GT = findobj('Tag','GTOffsettxtbox');  

        ABDIRL = findobj('Tag','LEFT');  

        ABDIRR = findobj('Tag','RIGHT');  

        GTDIRU = findobj('Tag','UP');  

        GTDIRD = findobj('Tag','DOWN');  

          

        if (abs(ABOffset)>0.1);             

set(AB,'Foregroundcolor', [1 0 0]);         

else             set(AB,'Foregroundcolor', [0 

1 0]);         end           

        if (abs(GTOffset)>0.1);             

set(GT,'Foregroundcolor', [1 0 0]);         

else             set(GT,'Foregroundcolor', [0 

1 0]);         end                  if 

ABOffset<0  

            set(handles.RIGHT,'Visible','on');             

set(ABDIRR,'Foregroundcolor', [1 0 0]);         

else             set(handles.LEFT,'Visible','on');             

set(ABDIRL,'Foregroundcolor', [1 0 0]);         

end                  if GTOffset>0  

            set(handles.DOWN,'Visible','on');             

set(GTDIRD,'Foregroundcolor', [1 0 0]);         else             

set(handles.UP,'Visible','on');             

set(GTDIRU,'Foregroundcolor', [1 0 0]);         end           
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                 drawnow;  %         pause(0.1);         vars = 

{'centreoffset','centers', 'radii', 'idealcenter',  

'idealradii'};         

clear(vars{:});  

             elseif (abs(ABOffset)<=0.1) && 

(abs(GTOffset)<=0.1)  

          

        set(AB,'Foregroundcolor', [0 1 0]);         

set(GT,'Foregroundcolor', [0 1 0]);  

          

        orignalAxes = gca;         uicontrol('parent',gcf);         

newFig = figure('Name','Alignment Result','NumberTitle', 'Off',  

'Color','white','Position', [0 0 y x]);         newA = 

copyobj(orignalAxes,newFig);         numsave = 0001;         

folder = 'C:\Users\gbshucar\Documents\MATLAB\';         

baseFileName = sprintf('AlignmentResult%d', numsave);         

fullFileName = fullfile(folder, baseFileName);         

saveas(newFig,fullFileName, 'jpeg');  

                 

break;  

             

end  

     

end   

delet

e(cam

);   

   

% --- Executes on button press in CentreRef. function 

CentreRef_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)  

% hObject    handle to CentreRef (see GCBO)  

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB  

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)  
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  global img; 

global centreoffset; 

global centers; 

global cam; global 

originalrgb; 

axes(handles.axes1); 

imshow(img);  

   

% [filename, pathname] = uigetfile({'*.jpg;*.tif;*.png;*.gif','All Image  
Files'},'C:\Users\gbshucar\Documents\MATLAB\Images\');  

% disp(['User selected ',fullfile(pathname,filename)]);  

% filename  = strcat(pathname,filename);  

% img = imread(filename);  

   

ABOffset = 0.11 + rand; GTOffset 

= 0.11 + rand; originalrgb = 

zeros(500,500,3);  

  for i = 

1:2000  

      

    AB = findobj('Tag','ABOffsettxtbox');     

GT = findobj('Tag','GTOffsettxtbox');     

set(handles.RIGHT,'Visible','off');     

set(handles.LEFT,'Visible','off');     

set(handles.DOWN,'Visible','off');     

set(handles.UP,'Visible','off');     

set(AB,'Foregroundcolor', [0 0 0]);     

set(GT,'Foregroundcolor', [0 0 0]);  

           

    x = size(originalrgb,1);     

y = size(originalrgb,2);  

              if (abs(ABOffset)>0.1) || 

(abs(GTOffset)>0.1)  

          

        [ img ] = ThorlabsCamSnap();  
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        [ originalrgb, centers, radii, centreoffset, idealcenter, idealradii ] = 

MiddleReference(img);  

          

%         points = [centers(1) centers(2)];  

%         objectFrame = img;  

%         pointImage = insertMarker(objectFrame, points);  

          

ABOffset = centreoffset(1);         

GTOffset = centreoffset(2);         

x = size(originalrgb,1);         y 

= size(originalrgb,2);  

                 drawnow; 

pause(0.2);  

          

        axes(handles.axes1);         

imagesc(originalrgb);         hold 

on  

        msize = max(size(originalrgb));         

plot(y/2,x/2, 'r+', 'MarkerSize', x/2);         

axis off;         hold on  

          
                h1 = viscircles(centers,radii,'LineWidth',0.5, 

'LineStyle',':',  

'Color', 'r');         h2 = 

viscircles(idealcenter,idealradii,'LineWidth',0.5, 'LineStyle','- 

.');         hold off         

set(handles.ABOffsettxtbox, 'String', ABOffset);         

set(handles.GTOffsettxtbox, 'String', GTOffset);  

          

        AB = findobj('Tag','ABOffsettxtbox');  

        GT = findobj('Tag','GTOffsettxtbox');  

        ABDIRL = findobj('Tag','LEFT');  

        ABDIRR = findobj('Tag','RIGHT');  

        GTDIRU = findobj('Tag','UP');  
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        GTDIRD = findobj('Tag','DOWN');  

          

        if (abs(ABOffset)>0.1);             

set(AB,'Foregroundcolor', [1 0 0]);         

else             set(AB,'Foregroundcolor', [0 

1 0]);         end           

        if (abs(GTOffset)>0.1);             

set(GT,'Foregroundcolor', [1 0 0]);         else             

set(GT,'Foregroundcolor', [0 1 0]);         end                  

if ABOffset<0             

set(handles.RIGHT,'Visible','on');             

set(ABDIRR,'Foregroundcolor', [1 0 0]);         

else  

            set(handles.LEFT,'Visible','on');             

set(ABDIRL,'Foregroundcolor', [1 0 0]);         end                  if 

GTOffset>0             set(handles.DOWN,'Visible','on');             

set(GTDIRD,'Foregroundcolor', [1 0 0]);         else             

set(handles.UP,'Visible','on');             

set(GTDIRU,'Foregroundcolor', [1 0 0]);         end           

                 drawnow;  %         pause(0.1);         vars = 

{'centreoffset','centers', 'radii', 'idealcenter',  

'idealradii'};         

clear(vars{:});  

             elseif (abs(ABOffset)<=0.1) && 

(abs(GTOffset)<=0.1)  

          

        set(AB,'Foregroundcolor', [0 1 0]);         

set(GT,'Foregroundcolor', [0 1 0]);  

          

        orignalAxes = gca;         uicontrol('parent',gcf);         

newFig = figure('Name','Alignment Result','NumberTitle', 'Off',  

'Color','white','Position', [0 0 y x]);         newA = 

copyobj(orignalAxes,newFig);         numsave = 0001;         

folder = 'C:\Users\gbshucar\Documents\MATLAB\';         

baseFileName = sprintf('AlignmentResult%d', numsave);         
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fullFileName = fullfile(folder, baseFileName);         

saveas(newFig,fullFileName, 'jpeg');  

                 

break;              

end  

     end   

delete(cam);  

   

   

   

% --- Executes on button press in Startcam. function 

Startcam_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)  

% hObject    handle to Startcam (see GCBO)  

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB  

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)  

   

%Acquire Image from camera 

global cam; 

axes(handles.axes1); cam 

= webcam;  

hImage=image(zeros(480,640,3),'Parent',handles.axes1); 

drawnow; pause(0.2); preview(cam,hImage); drawnow; 

pause(0.2);  

  guidata(hObject,handles);  

   

% --- Executes on button press in TakePic. function 

TakePic_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)  

% hObject    handle to TakePic (see GCBO)  

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

global img; global cam;  

img = snapshot(cam);  

% delete(cam);  

  guidata(hObject,handles);  
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% --- Executes when user attempts to close figure1.  

function figure1_CloseRequestFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)  

% hObject    handle to figure1 (see GCBO)  

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB  

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)  

   

% Hint: delete(hObject) closes the figure  

  delete(hObject);  

   

 % --- Executes on button press in Close. function 

Close_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)  

% hObject    handle to Close (see GCBO)  

% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB 

% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA) 

closereq; clear all; close all;  

  

 

Note that part of the code originates from David Young’s code „Hough transform for 

circles“ https://de.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/26978-hough-

transform-for-circles?focused=6019424&tab=example 

Code to align to central reference point  

function [ originalrgb, centers, radii, centreoffset, idealcenter, idealradii  ] 

= MiddleReference(img)  

  

originalrgb = img; x = 

size(originalrgb,1); y = 

size(originalrgb,2); rgb 

= size(originalrgb,3); 

threshedimg = originalrgb;  

  for ii = 1:x     for jj = 1:y         if threshedimg(ii,jj,1)> 150 && 

threshedimg(ii,jj,2)> 150  && threshedimg(ii,jj,3)> 150 %%if pixel is 

bright         threshedimg(ii,jj,1) = 255;          threshedimg(ii,jj,2) 
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= 0;          threshedimg(ii,jj,3) = 0;          elseif 

threshedimg(ii,jj,1)> 150 && threshedimg(ii,jj,2)< 150  && 

threshedimg(ii,jj,3)< 90 %%if pixel is red         threshedimg(ii,jj,1) 

= 255;          threshedimg(ii,jj,2) = 0;          threshedimg(ii,jj,3) 

= 0;          else %%if pixel is neither red nor bright         

threshedimg(ii,jj,:) = 0;          end     end end      threshedimg = 

rgb2gray(threshedimg); sigma = 2;  

smoothImage = imgaussfilt(threshedimg,sigma); FusedImageCanny 

= imgradient(smoothImage,'central');  

% imshow(threshedimg);  

   

FusedImageCanny = edge(threshedimg,'canny',0.9);  

% imshow(FusedImageCanny);  

   

   

% %%Create a mask  

% x = size(originalrgb,1);  

% y = size(originalrgb,2);  

% x = x/2;  

% y = y/2;  

% [IY IX IZ] = size(FusedImageCanny);  

%   

% % Create the image.  

% imageSizeX = IX;  

% imageSizeY = IY;  

% [columnsInImage rowsInImage] = meshgrid(1:imageSizeX, 1:imageSizeY); % 

% Create the circle in the image.  

% centerX = x;  

% centerY = y;  

% radius = 100;  

% circlePixels = (rowsInImage - centerY).^2 ...  

%     + (columnsInImage - centerX).^2 <= radius.^2;  

% src = FusedImageCanny;  

% mask = circlePixels;  
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% FusedImageCanny = bsxfun(@times, src, cast(mask,class(src)));  

% % imshow(FusedImageCanny);  

  %RGB1  %Tiny 

ring radii = 

60:5:90;  

h = circle_hough(FusedImageCanny, radii, 'same', 'normalise');  

peaks1 = circle_houghpeaks(h, radii, 'nhoodxy', 15, 'nhoodr', 21, 'npeaks', 

10); % hold on for peak1 = peaks1  

    [x, y] = circlepoints(peak1(3));     

plot(x+peak1(1), y+peak1(2), 'g-'); end  

%hold off  

% peaks1 = mean(peaks1,2);  

   

%Marking detected central circle on image centerxy 

= [peaks1(1), peaks1(2)];  

centers = centerxy; radius = [peaks1(3)];  radii = radius; h = 

viscircles(centerxy,radius,'LineWidth',0.2, 'LineStyle',':', 'Color', 

'b');  

   

%Marking centre of image  

x = size(originalrgb,1); y 

= size(originalrgb,2);  

idealcenter = [(y/2), (x/2);(y/2), (x/2); (y/2), (x/2); ]; idealradii = 

[10; 100; 200;];   h = 

viscircles(idealcenter,idealradii,'LineWidth',0.2, 'LineStyle','-.');  

     

msize = max(size(originalrgb)); 

plot(y/2,x/2, 'r+', 'MarkerSize', x/2); axis 

off;  

   

%Find centre offset of inner circle and ideal center  idealxy 

= [idealcenter(1,1), idealcenter(1,2)];   
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centreoffset = idealxy - centerxy; centreoffset 

= centreoffset * 0.264583; centreoffset = 

round(centreoffset,3);  

  set(gca,'YDir','normal');  

  end  

   

    

  

 

  

Code to align to outer ring  

function [ originalrgb, centers, radii, centreoffset ] = SimplifiedThresh(img) 

originalrgb = img; x = size(originalrgb,1); y = size(originalrgb,2); rgb = 

size(originalrgb,3); threshedimg = originalrgb;  

  for ii = 1:x     for jj = 1:y         if threshedimg(ii,jj,1)> 150 && 

threshedimg(ii,jj,2)> 150  && threshedimg(ii,jj,3)> 150 %%if pixel is 

bright         threshedimg(ii,jj,1) = 255;          threshedimg(ii,jj,2) 

= 0;          threshedimg(ii,jj,3) = 0;          elseif 

threshedimg(ii,jj,1)> 150 && threshedimg(ii,jj,2)< 150  && 

threshedimg(ii,jj,3)< 90 %%if pixel is red         threshedimg(ii,jj,1) 

= 255;          threshedimg(ii,jj,2) = 0;          threshedimg(ii,jj,3) 

= 0;          else %%if pixel is neither red nor bright         

threshedimg(ii,jj,:) = 0;          end     end end        threshedimg = 

rgb2gray(threshedimg); sigma = 2;  

smoothImage = imgaussfilt(threshedimg,sigma);  

FusedImageCannyGeneral = imgradient(smoothImage,'central'); % 

imshow(threshedimg);  

   

FusedImageCannyGeneral = edge(threshedimg,'canny',0.9);  

% imshow(FusedImageCannyGeneral);  

   

%Outer ring 

% Note that part of this section originates from David Young’s code „Hough 

transform for circles“ 
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https://de.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/26978-hough-transform-for-

circles?focused=6019424&tab=example 

radii = 400:25:500; %CAN ADD PART HERE THAT AUTOMATICALLY SELECTS RANGE h 

= circle_hough(FusedImageCannyGeneral, radii, 'same', 'normalise'); peaks2 

= circle_houghpeaks(h, radii, 'nhoodxy', 15, 'nhoodr', 21, 'npeaks', 10);  

% figure; subplot(1,2,1);  

% imshow(BWFusedImage);  

% hold on;   for 

peak2 = peaks2  

    [x, y] = circlepoints(peak2(3));     

plot(x+peak2(1), y+peak2(2), 'g-'); end  

% hold off  

% peaks2 = mean(peaks2,2);  

   

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%%%%%%%%%%%% %%Create a mask x = size(originalrgb,1); y = 

size(originalrgb,2); x = x/2; y = y/2;  

[IY IX IZ] = size(FusedImageCannyGeneral);  

   

% Create the image. 

imageSizeX = IX; imageSizeY 

= IY;  

[columnsInImage rowsInImage] = meshgrid(1:imageSizeX, 1:imageSizeY); % 

Create the circle in the image.  

centerX = x; centerY = y; radius = 100; 

circlePixels = (rowsInImage - centerY).^2 ...     

+ (columnsInImage - centerX).^2 <= radius.^2; 

src = FusedImageCannyGeneral; mask = 

circlePixels;  

FusedImageCannyInner = bsxfun(@times, src, cast(mask,class(src)));  

% imshow(FusedImageCannyInner);  

  %RGB1  %Tiny 

ring radii = 

60:5:90;  
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h = circle_hough(FusedImageCannyInner, radii, 'same', 'normalise'); peaks1 

= circle_houghpeaks(h, radii, 'nhoodxy', 15, 'nhoodr', 21, 'npeaks', 10); 

% hold on for peak1 = peaks1  

    [x, y] = circlepoints(peak1(3));     

plot(x+peak1(1), y+peak1(2), 'g-'); end  

%hold off  

% peaks1 = mean(peaks1,2);  

   

%Marking all circles   

centers = [peaks1(1), peaks1(2); peaks2(1), peaks2(2); peaks2(1), peaks2(2);]; 

radii = [peaks1(3); peaks2(3); 10];  h = 

viscircles(centers,radii,'LineWidth',0.2, 'LineStyle','-.');  

  x = size(originalrgb,1); y = 

size(originalrgb,2); msize = 

max(size(originalrgb)); plot(y/2,x/2, 

'r+', 'MarkerSize', x/2); axis off;  

   

%Find centre offset of inner circle and ideal center  

idealcenter = [peaks1(1), peaks1(2)];   current = 

[peaks2(1), peaks2(2)];  

   

centreoffset = idealcenter - current; centreoffset 

= centreoffset * 0.264583; centreoffset = 

round(centreoffset,3);  

   

% set(gca,'YDir','normal'); 

End end    

 

  

Thorlabs Camera Code  

function [ img ] = ThorlabsCamSnap()  

%This code was obtained from Thorlabs in 

conjunction with the camera 

NET.addAssembly('C:\Program 
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Files\Thorlabs\Scientific Imaging\DCx Camera 

Support\Develop\DotNet\uc480DotNet.dll');   % 

Create camera object handle cam = 

uc480.Camera; try     cam.Init(0);  

    cam.Display.Mode.Set(uc480.Defines.DisplayMode.DiB);     
cam.PixelFormat.Set(uc480.Defines.ColorMode.RGBA8Packed);     
cam.Trigger.Set(uc480.Defines.TriggerMode.Software);  
    [~, MemId] = cam.Memory.Allocate(true);  
    [~, Width, Height, Bits, ~] = cam.Memory.Inquire(MemId);     
cam.Acquisition.Freeze(uc480.Defines.DeviceParameter.Wait);  
    [~, tmp] = cam.Memory.CopyToArray(MemId);  
    Data = reshape(uint8(tmp), [Bits/8, Width, Height]); Data = Data(1:3,  
1:Width, 1:Height);     img = 
permute(Data, [3,2,1]);     
imshow(img); %     img = 
imshow(Data);     cam.Exit; 
catch  
    fprintf('An error has been caught');     
cam.Exit; end    
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